
EVOLUTION from MID 2021 OF CHRONIS SMOOVE AND SOLIRIS SMOOVE PRODUCTS AND 

QUICKCOPY PC SOFTWARE: 

 

1) For the NEW Chronis Smoove and Soliris Smoove products, please use QuickCopy PC software 

version R207! 

 

 From mid 2021, Chronis Smoove and Soliris Smoove controllers will be delivered with a new 

software (SW V1609): 

 

 Chronis Smoove Uno: Index D (label on the back of the control unit 5xxxxD).  

 Chronis Smoove Uno S: Index D  

 Chronis Smoove IB+: Index D 

 Soliris Smoove Uno: Index E 

 Soliris Smoove IB+: Index E 

 

 To benefit from the new functions of the controllers, an update of the QuickCopy R207 PC 

software is also available. 

 

 

2) For the UP TO NOW Chronis Smoove, Soliris Smoove and Smoove Uno A/M io products please use 

QuickCopy PC software version R201! 

 

 These controllers have a software version older than V1609 and were produced until mid / 

end 20. 

 

 

A. INFO on new features and corrections to CONTROLLERS: 

 

    < V1605 to V1609 > 

* New functions: 

 - "A" and "M" icons in the display to indicate automatic status. 

 - Possibility to switch off the automatic timer for single days 

 - Soliris Smoove: Sun automatic ON ex works 



 - Optimized behavior of the sun automatic in case of "No sun". 

 

* Corrections: 

 - Correct execution of the "Not earlier than" function  

 - Correct chronological sequence of time commands when using multiple IB+ zones 

 

B. INFO about new functions and corrections in QUICK PC SOFTWARE  

 

    < V201 to V207 > 

 

* New functions: 

 - Possibility to turn off the automatic timer for single days. 

 - Soliris Smoove: sun automatic ON ex works 

 - Language selection 

 - OK button to save changes safely  

 - Execution of the PC software QuickCopy on Windows Tablet 

 

* Corrections: 

 -Zone mode now activatable (ChronisSmoove IB+ and Soliris Smoove IB+ products). 

 -Correct chronological sequence of time commands when using multiple IB+ zones 

 -correct transmission of the "Not Earlier" function 
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